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James Angleton just called me to advise that Mr. McCone, Director wi 
of CIA, will testify before the Commission tomorrow, Angleton said it... (* 
occurred to him that it would be well for both McCone and Mr. Hoover ~~" — 

to be aware that the Commir7*-- —4~** --" **- --~-- ~--~*1ons wondering ~ 

whether they would get dif: of the two . - | 
agencies, Angleton wantei ‘gs which he ~° fe 
‘believes McCone will be asl dean liz be given. _ Us 

iN fy 
. One question will by (44) | It an agent of ~~‘. by 
CIA?" The answer will be 1 | Wh Wo. “Does CIA have. 
any evidence showing that i { | Me inate President - 
Kennedy?" The answer to tl Ye The third ~ =. 
question will be "What sug; 101 : r for safe=- ->-. ‘| 

guarding the life of the Pi iy " Angleton --°.° ¢ 
didn't have the complete ai yy ecause Of the - %) 

mature of the question, it Ji \ ys he Bureau has . x 

already suggested, .A fourt \| believe the oS 

Soviet documents on Oswald \ ssion accurately 

reflect the Soviet relatior [ U/l d their answer ©. + 
cannot be either a flat yet ve the knowledge 

. to so state. He said he be e to the effect | . € 

. that CIA is aware that Soviet Kussia does have a directorate charged - ae 

with the responsibility for carrying out assassinations and, therefore, _ one. 

these documents in question would not normally reflect accurately Nay ae. a 

relations with such a person as Oswald. However, on the other hand, «:; | cy 
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CIA has no evidence that Oswald was under the iusiruessons of this 
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. James Angleton just called me to advise that Mr. McCone, Director 
of CIA, will testify before the Commission tomorrow, Angleton said it . (v 

occurred to him that it would be well for both McCone and Mr. Hoover ~ 

to be aware that the Commission might ask the same questions wondering — | 

whether they would get different replies from the heads of the two. aa | 
agencies, Angleton wanted us to know some of the things which he ° — ! 
‘believes McCone will be asked and the replies which will be given. ; 

~Y 

One question will be "Was Lee Harvey Oswald ever an agent of aan vy 
CIA?" The answer will be no. A second question will be “Does CIA have. & 

any evidence showing that a conspiracy existed to assassinate President . 

Kennedy?" The answer to this question will also be no. The third ~~. iN 

question will be "What suggestions does CIA have to offer for safe= --. ‘| 

guarding the life of the President of the United States?" Angleton aE t 

didn't have the complete answer to this worked out but because of the - ¥) 

nature of the question, it wouldn't conflict with what the Bureau has . N 

already suggested, -A fourth question will be “Does CIA believe the 

Soviet documents on Oswald submitted to the Warren Commission accurately 

reflect the Soviet relations with Oswald?" Angleton said their answer — 

cannot be either a flat yes or no because they do not have the knowledge - 

. to so state, He said he believes McCone's answer will be to the effect . 

. that CIA is awere that Soviet Russia does have a directorate charged © 

with the responsibility for carrying out assassinations and, therefore, .. 

these documents in question would not normally reflect accurately ae ae 

relations with such a person as Oswald. However, on the other hand, .°.. 

CIA has no evidence that Oswald was under the inwtricttons of this ye 
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